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“From the beginnings of American professional baseball in 1869, 

statistics such as runs scored, batting average, and counts of home 

runs were used to measure accomplishments of ball players” 

(Jim Albert, 2018, p vii)

‘The language of information transmission is laden with traps that lead us away from the 

concerns of performance….” (Wurman, 2000, pp. 55)



zPITCH f/x Overviewz

§ Created by Sportvision & 
installed in stadiums as early 
as the end of the 2006 
season 

§ Camera based system that 
tracks pitches in real time

§ Calculates movement, 
speed, location and batting 
outcome at any time during 
the time of the pitch

§ Small margin of error (0.4 
inches)

In some ways, PITCHf/x is a bridge between scouting and analysis, giving us an objective 

window into the batter-pitcher matchup at a level we’ve never seen before (Fast, 2010).



z
What questions can data visualizations with 
PITCH f/x answer?

§ What do pitchers throw and when 
do they throw it?

§ What are their most/least effective 
pitches?

§ What makes an effective fastball, 
curveball, slder, …?

§ •speed, break, location, …

§ How do hitters perform against 
different pitch types, locations, 
speeds, etc.?

§ What is effect of pitch sequencing?



z
PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Movement

§ Measurements are made on the 
velocity and movement in the 
horizontal and vertical directions, 
and these measurements are 
used to classify each pitch as 
specific type” (Albert, 2018, p56).

§ Aspects of a type of pitch for a 
specific pitcher. 

§ Example: What’s depicted 
here?

§ Movement of a curve ball is the 
strong negative vertical 
movement that drops the pitch 
below the lower edge of the 
strike zone.

Helpful for batters and batter coaches trying to 
predict the pitch



z
PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Movement

“You could begin to build models that would help you predict a certain player at a 
certain age that plays a certain position that has had this type of résumé in the minor 
leagues and in his early major-league career. This was roughly what we would project 
him to do next year and the year after.” (Quarterly Review, July 2018)



z PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Speed

§ Helpful for comparing types of pitches 
& when to use them 

§ Fastballs over 90 mph are far less 

likely to be hit for home runs than 

swung on and missed 

§ Helpful for understanding batter’s 
hit/miss statistics

§ Example: What’s depicted here?

§ Kershaw’s four seam fast ball is 

the fastest and the curve ball is 

the slowest

§ If a batter is expecting Kershaw 

to throw a four seamer and 

actually he throws a curve ball 

instead, visualized Pitch f/x can 

show us how the batter was 

fooled based upon speed

impression of variability in one clean graphic



z
PITCH f/x Classify 

Pitch Type: Speed

z

§ Helpful for comparing types of pitches 
over the season

§ Why is this important? Because it 

can inform pitching staff what it 

working and what needs 

improvement (or who needs to be 

traded)

§ Example: What’s depicted here?

§ Progression over the season for 

Hamels

§ Half of the total variation in Hamels’ 

FT speeds was due to variation 

between games. There is no “hot” 

and “cold” — instead a general 

increase in Hamels’ pitch speeds 

during the 2015 season.



z PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Location

§ Strike Zone: the zone that cover the home plate and is btw the midpoint of the batter’s torso 
and the hollow beneath his knee

§ Where the pitcher throws within the Strike Zone determines whether it is a hit, strike or ball
§ Those thrown to the middle are easy to hit and those thrown to the edges
§ This framework is important for visualizations that tell us why batters swing and miss on 

particular pitch types



z
PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Location of 

Pitches with Scatterplots
§ Can show you the 

location of a pitch over 
the season or game

§ Catchers can 
recommend best 
pitch

§ Example: What’s 
depicted here?

§ Curve balls fall low 
&  outside of the 
zone, so they are 
harder to hit

§ Fastball thrown to 
the middle are easy 
to hit 

Pitchers with unsuccessful appearances can (with their manager and pitching coach) 
look what went wrong



z
Media & Pitch 
Location Visualsz

§ Can show to the viewer the 
location of each pitch for a 
batter

§ Policy Connection- By 
understanding where pitches 
are hitting in the zone, and 
comparing it to umpire 
decisions, MLB can use hard 
data to make helpful decisions 
in hypothetical rule changes

Example- If umpires called more 
high strikes, how many fewer foul 
balls and hits would there be in the 
course of a season? And to what 
extent could that reduction in batted 
balls further reduce the average time 
of a game?



z PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Location
Broken down by RH vs LH hitters 

Pitchers will approach right-handed hitters (RH) and left-handed hitters (LH) differently and 
we can look at how their pitch type changes in these situations

Risk of over-
plotting, 
points 
stacking on 
one another 
& attention 
being drawn 
to outliers

Potential Solution: we can also estimate the point density across the plot area and indicate 
regions of different point densities with contour lines and colour (Carr et al., 1987).



z PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Location of 
Pitches with Heat Maps with RH

§ Used to show how frequently a pitcher throws in each part of the strike zone
§ The sequential color scale represents the magnitude of the intensity function

§ Some graphs will also use qualitative colour scales to make patterns more apparent
§ Useful for evaluating trends in location with large sample sizes

§ this visualization makes it harder to determine the exact data values shown



z
PITCH f/x Classify Pitch Type: Location 

of Pitches with Heat Maps with RH
§ We can track how a pitcher’s 

location is changing over the 

course of the game

§ Understand how a pitcher 
approaches his game

§ Example: What’s depicted 

here? 

§ For the Slider - middle 
innings this pitch is higher 

in the strike zone and 
easier for a RH batter to 

hit.

§ Reason why Clayton 

Kershaw gives up more 

runs in the middle inning



z Fast (2010) on the Reliability of the Data 
& The Impact on Visuals

§ Initial Experimentation 

§ initial point of the pitch trajectory 
changed over time of the system 
use

§ Evolving Algorithm 

§ As the season goes on, a 
pitcher's pitch type information 
often becomes more accurate



z Fast (2010) on the Reliability of the Data & 
The Impact on Visuals

§ External Factors

§ Park/ Camera 
System Bias

§ Air Pressure 
Differences
§ Air density 

affects how a 
pitched baseball 
moves



z
Fast (2010) on the Reliability of the Data & The Impact 

on Visuals

“inconsistencies between PITCH f/x system at different parks and sometimes at the same park at 
different points in the season, [trends] can be difficult to distinguish…” 

For this reason, Michael Fast prefers to identify pitches on a game level and not a season level.

Visual complexity may 

hinder a person’s 

ability to get a quick 

overview of the 

information or make it 

difficult to distinguish 

small differences in 

values. In general, we 

want to strike a 

balance between the 

two extremes and 

make our figures both 

memorable and clear 

(Bateman et al, 2010).



z
To Find Your Own Baseball Data and/or 
Visuals

§ Joe Lefkowitz' tool
§ allows you to download the data of a specific 

pitcher.

§ Brooks Baseball
§ allows you to download excel data for a pitcher's 

numbers for a specific start

§ Fangraphs
§ carries average data - horizontal and vertical 

movements as well as pitch velocity, for every 
pitch of a pitcher.

§ carries pitchf/x charts for each game of a pitcher 
as well as graphs for a full season's worth of 
pitches.

§ the only place where locational heat maps can 
be found as far as I know, which can be useful.

§ Texasleaguers

§ contains the basic average numbers for pitches 
and relevant pitch results such as swing rates.

§ includes some relevant graphs which are quite 
nice.

§ Baseball Reference 

§ Tracks player stats much more complexly 

§ Brooks Baseball

§ notable for being the only one of these sites to 
update after each batter in a game.

http://www.joelefkowitz.com/index.php
http://brooksbaseball.net/pfxVB/pfx.php


z Going Beyond PITCH f/x: The Evolution of Statcast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rOKGKhQe8U

§ In 2017, PITCH f/x was phased out for 
Statcast

§ Tracks the ball (and players) using a 
combination of radar AND cameras.

§ Strong critiques similar to when PITCH f/x 
first introduced

§ Has contributed to further leaps in our 
understanding of pitch analysis

§ What is it doing better?
§ By contrast, Statcast measures right out of the 

pitcher’s hand. 
§ Which means, readings will nearly always be 

faster
Controversial beginnings
https://www.sporttechie.com/major-league-baseball-sued-
pitchfx-system-statcast-sportvision-sportsmedia-technology-
corporation/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rOKGKhQe8U
https://www.sporttechie.com/major-league-baseball-sued-pitchfx-system-statcast-sportvision-sportsmedia-technology-corporation/
https://www.sporttechie.com/major-league-baseball-sued-pitchfx-system-statcast-sportvision-sportsmedia-technology-corporation/
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